INSTRUCTION SHEET
Part Number

622-878

Application: Corvette 2005-2013
Part Includes

1 - Sun Shade

Sun Shade
Tools Needed

Protection
DIRECTIONS FOR SAFE AND PROPER APPLICATION
Step 1.
Install between temperatures of 65 and 90 degrees F, out of direct sunlight or excessive heat.
STEP 2.
Remove roof panel. For best adhesion, be sure PANEL(S) and FILM are free from debris, lint and dust. It is recommended
that a cleaning solution be made of 2 tablespoons of baby shampoo such as “NO TEARS” per gallon of warm water. A
solution of 1 part vinegar to 2 parts water can also be used to clean both surfaces. Dry surfaces with a dust free and
silicon free cloth. Silicones and similar aerosols affect the static cling properties of the film. It is imperative that the
work environment be absolutely free from these contaminants as well as air-born particles of dust that may adhere
to the glass surfaces or to the static side of the film. Special care should be taken when cleaning the glass of stubborn
deposits such as tobacco smoke residue.
STEP 3.
Unroll Sun Shade. Some of our Sun Shade material may have a clear backing that must be removed before use. You
can determine this by checking to see if the holes in the Sun Shade are open (no backing) or sealed (has clear backing
- Fig.1). It is always the glossy side of the material that goes onto the surface of the glass. Position the shade evenly on
the panel, using the palm of your hand start in the middle and work to the edges. A (SOFT) rubber squeegee is also good
for smoothing out the air bubbles. If bubbles occur, peel back the closest edge to the bubble to release air and smooth
back to edge as before. If film appears to have lost its static properties, after cleaning steps have been followed, tumble
film and a damp cloth in the clothes dryer on (LOW) heat setting for about 2 minutes. Be careful not to overheat. If
wrinkles occur, the material can be ironed on low heat protected by a thin damp cotton towel.
STEP 4.
To remove Sun Shade, simply peel back one corner, then pull gently off of panel.
STEP 5.
When not in use, roll Sun Shade and store out of direct light.
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